
EUROMARK CONCEPTION : SILAGE FEEDERS - STRAW BLOWERS ASSETS

usury plates and blade

Two 4mm thick usury plates are placed 
under the chains. Bucket blade on the tank’s 
spoiler: 16mm thick / 150mm wide of 300Hb 
high density steel.

high resistance bottom conveyor

Bottom conveyor has Ø12mm Marine chains 
with reverser forward / back motion. The strips 
are individually removable. 

removable bottom and dual floor

Key component of the machine’s lifetime, they are 
entirely removable for an eased replacement and 
a maximal durability.

single piece non-deformable body shell

Mechanically welded body shell, its superior 
part is girdled with reinforcement gussets. 
Internal sides are perfectly smooth to prevent 
corrosion.

bolted removable stainless steel housing

The ventilation chamber is an essential element 
of the machine. We mount it with stainless steel 
for a longer lifetime. It provides a safe direct 
access to the turbine.

cabled electrical commands

Ergonomic cabled housing to control the chutes 
and loading. The belt’s speed regulation is done 
by a proportional-command potentiometer.

SILAGE FEEDERS - STRAW BLOWERS
TX30 / 49 / 59 / 69 / 89XL & TX59 / 69 / 89XL MIX

advanced pivot point arm

Arms’ and silage-feeding claw’s actuators are 
not in contact with silage. Their axes interlock.

exterior actuators with vertical thrust
Advanced pivot point on the front side of 
the machine for a bigger clearance of the 
claw on the silo, and a better distribution of 
mechanical efforts.

cleanliness trap

Localized between the end of the belt and the 
spoiler, this trap evacuates stones and cleans 
the dual floor for a better quality of supply.

loading ramp (optional)
The central position of the ramp ensures a 
maximum visibility. Specially conceived with 
non-slip materials, it provides you comfort and 
safety. It is serial foldable. Double electrical 
commands are included. 

protection of hydraulic hoses

To prevent a pullout of the hoses while working, 
they run inside the loading arms. 

loading by articulated claw

With its optimized kinematic, silage feeding’s 
height is prioritized and tank’s loading is 
maximized. 

french
manufacture
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